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The power of the Twitter archive for brands
Lessons based on data from historical tweets
The Twitter archive is a powerful and vast source of useful data for brands and marketers. It
comprises hundreds of billion of tweets from nearly ten years of Twitter activity. And it’s now
easier than ever to mine that data to help inform real business decisions using the power of the
full Twitter archive.
At Union Metrics, we’ve recently developed a whole new way to access the Twitter archive with
Union Metrics Echo. Echo provides instant access to tweets and tweet counts from the full archive.
Using Echo, we’ve compiled a set of interesting brand stories based on historical data pulled
directly from the Twitter archive. These stories feature a variety of brands and verticals, to
highlight some of the more interesting use cases made possible with access to this data. From
crisis communication to product launches to monitoring audience reactions to entertainment
content, there are so many ways to tap into the immense trove of data available in the Twitter
archive. Read on to see how.

The implosion of a brand: A Twitter timeline of the Volkswagen emissions scandal
When a crisis breaks, brands ﬁrst need to asses the extent of the damage. How big is the
conversation about it? Who's talking about it? Sometimes news hasn't spread very far yet, and the
impact can be contained. But sometimes, like in Volkswagen's case, news spreads far and fast.
On September 18, 2015, the EPA announced that Volkswagen was using a defeat device to
circumvent emissions tests. One of the ﬁrst tweets to break the news was posted at 8:49 a.m. PDT
by @davidshepardson, Detroit News DC Bureau Chief. That was followed quickly by others like
these at 8:54 and 8:59, and then it spread rapidly over the following hours and days. You can see
the daily spikes in this Echo streamgraph.
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Before this news broke, there were on average 10k tweets posted every day about Volkswagen.
That number jumped to more than 100k daily tweets during the peak of the crisis in late
September. Those numbers are still elevated now, a month later, generating 2-4x more Twitter VW
conversation than occurred pre-crisis.
There were more than 53k tweets about Volkswagen on September 18. Since that was a Friday,
news stayed fairly quiet over the weekend, and then exploded on Monday, September 21,
generating more than 1.3 million tweets over the next week and averaging more than 8,000 new
tweets per hour about the news. At that same time, Volkswagen's stock price dropped from a high
of 169 to a low of 95. As the tweets increased, the stock price decreased, which you can see here.

When a crisis happens, brands need to react quickly. With the Twitter archive, a brand can
instantly understand the impact of a conversation about anything on Twitter, whether or not they
had tracking already in place. This is invaluable for brands managing a crisis, like Volkswagen was
in September. Brands can quickly learn how wide news is spreading, identify the topics their
customers think are important, monitor new stories about the news, and report on potential
impact. This allows brands to adjust their content and information strategies accordingly, and
adapt in real time as the crisis evolves.

Apple iPhone sales, Twitter and how tech culture has changed since 2007
The Apple iPhone has been around almost as long as Twitter. Digging into how Twitter has talked
about the iPhone over the past eight years can tell us a great deal about Apple, Twitter and tech
culture, and how they’ve changed over the years.
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The ﬁrst iPhone was announced in January 2007, when Twitter was just a tiny network with around
20,000 users. The announcement generated 584 tweets on January 9, 2007. There were only 19
speculative tweets in the week leading up the announcement.
By the time the iPhone actually launched in late June, 2007, Twitter had many more users, as it
had been a big hit at the SXSW festival in March of that year. That led to a 10x increase in tweet
volume, seeing 6k tweets on release day. These tweets were more typical of later iPhone launches,
as giddy new iPhone owners celebrated their new purchases.
This pattern was repeated for the next several iPhone cycles. For the ﬁrst three years of the
iPhone's existence, excitement picked up in the weeks between the announcement and release
dates, leading to more tweets on release day than on announcement day. People were just so
excited to get and use their new phones that they couldn't stop tweeting about it. In 2008, the
release generated 45k tweets on launch day. In 2009, it was 205k tweets.
But starting in 2010 with the iPhone 4, the announcement itself became the event, generating
more and more tweets every year. This is also the year that regular iPhone chatter on Twitter
became signiﬁcant and large. In 2010, nearly 100k new tweets were posted every day about the
iPhone. By 2013, this number had grown to 650k daily iPhone tweets.
And then an interesting patterns emerges. Starting with the iPhone 5, the S models that are
released in odd years don't generate as much buzz on Twitter as their previous year's counterpart.
In fact, the 2013 5S and 2015 6S announcements actually generated fewer tweets than the 5 and
6, respectively. The S models don't have a new body style, and they don't generate the same levels
of excitement as a brand new phone does.
Interestingly, general everyday conversation about iPhones has decreased in the past year or two.
This is probably it's due to two things. First, so many people have iPhones now that many people
don't talk explicitly about their iPhones as much anymore. They may just call them "phones" or not
tweet about them at all. They're ubiquitous and second nature and there's just not as much to say.
700 million iPhones have been sold around the world; they're not exactly unique any more.
Second, Android phones have become incredibly popular, so a number of people talking about
smartphones on Twitter are talking about their Androids, not their iPhones. In fact, over the past
45 days, there have been more tweets about Androids than about iPhones: 550k daily Android
tweets and 450k daily iPhone tweets.
For brands, this is a lesson in innovation and how important it is to continue to evolve your
product to stay relevant to your customers. iPhones are still just as technologically advanced as
they were in 2007 (way more so, probably), but they're just not as new, not as noteworthy. Using
the Twitter archive, Apple's marketing team can look at the volumes and types of tweets about
iPhones compared to tweets about Android to see what they're missing. What are Android users
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tweeting about? What do they love or hate about their phones and how could Apple use that
information to better market to that audience?
Beyond that, the Twitter archive is perfect for researching past annual events, like a recurring
product launch, conference or sporting event. Use this information to ﬁnd trends over time,
including tweet volume changes (what does it mean if you see fewer tweets this year than last?),
top tweets (what content gets retweeted each year?), and other insights.

iPhone Model and
Release Year

Announcement Day
Tweets

Release Day
Tweets

Twitter Users

1st generation, 2007

584

6k

~20k

3G, 2008

32k

45k

~1M

3GS, 2009

201k

205k

~10M

4, 2010

728k

384k

40M

4S, 2011

1.8M

662k

101M

5, 2012

3.4M

1.7M

167M

5C and 5S, 2013

3.3M

1.3M

231M

6 and 6 Plus, 2014

5.2M

2.3M

284M

6S and 6S Plus, 2015

2.1M

845k

304M
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Moving beyond ratings to use Twitter to better understand TV premieres
Twitter is perfect for understanding what audiences think about TV shows, especially brand new
shows. We looked at a few of the new crop of fall 2015 TV shows to see what's working and what
entertainment brands can learn from these examples.
ABC's Quantico became the ﬁrst show in the fall lineup to grow in its ratings between its ﬁrst and
second week. It reached more than 11 million viewers in each of its ﬁrst two episodes. On Twitter,
it generated 133k tweets its ﬁrst week (61k on premiere day), and 77k its second week, losing quite
a bit of steam on Twitter while it picked up steam in the ratings. These are fairly low tweet volume
numbers for a popular show. And in this case, Twitter may be a leading indicator, as Quantico saw
a dip in ratings in its third week.

One of the highest rated new shows premiering this fall is Blindspot on NBC. It's done very well in
the ratings and generated positive reviews. On Twitter however, it's underperforming Quantico by
quite a bit. Its premiere generated only 26k tweets, and 45k total tweets in its ﬁrst week. Those
numbers dropped even lower in its second week, generating only 30k total tweets.
It's worth comparing these two shows to this fall’s social powerhouse, FOX’s Scream Queens, which
generated 888k tweets the day it premiered. Those volumes have slowed considerably since the
ﬁrst episode, but it still generates more than 500k new tweets a week. However, its ratings have
slipped from numbers that started already somewhat lower than anticipated. It's too early to say if
this show is in trouble, especially when VOD and streaming numbers are factored into these
ratings. But it's clear that tweets don't always mean eyeballs when it comes to TV.
Regardless of what tweets can or can't tell us about a show's ratings, Twitter conversation about a
television show can reveal a number of useful insights. What does an audience like about a show?
What characters and plot lines do people like (or not like)? Are they confused about anything?
What are they looking forward to from episode to episode? Showrunners can use this information
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to make decisions about future storylines, and show marketers can create future campaigns that
target fan favorites.
With the Twitter archive, brands can answer all these questions and more about their TV shows.
And Union Metrics Echo allows users to drill down to minute-by-minute tweet volumes to pinpoint
exactly when viewers got excited about a moment onscreen - or when they checked out. Beyond
that, brands can compare tweet patterns for their shows to similar shows to see how they
measured up, no matter when those shows aired in the past. Understanding how your own show
performed on Twitter is good, but being able to benchmark those numbers against competitive
shows is even better.
Twitter is a great focus group for entertainment marketers who want to know what audiences are
talking about and how they can improve fan engagement and marketing eﬀorts. Union Metrics
Echo makes that easier and faster for those brands.

How the top football teams in the NFL stack up on Twitter
Just as the NFL teams compete against each other in stadiums and on TVs around the country
each week, they also compete against each other on social media. And not all teams are created
equal, especially on Twitter. The top 10 teams in the NFL on Twitter (as of October 2015) are listed
below. There are currently only six teams (out of 32 total) with more than a million followers.

Median Tweets

Tweets in

Per Day

One Month

#PatriotsNation

6,660

389,000

1.44M

#CowboysNation

7,764

1,010,000

Green Bay Packers

1.08M

#Packers

7,815

559,000

Pittsburgh Steelers

1.06M

#SteelersNation

4,581

401,000

Seattle Seahawks

1.04M

#GoHawks

5,429

373,000

San Francisco 49ers

1.04M

#49ers

6,729

491,000

New York Giants

857k

#Giants

11,991

659,000

Philadelphia Eagles

856k

#Eagles

8,562

644,000

Chicago Bears

847k

#Bears

5,318

328,000

New York Jets

817k

#JetsNation

2,015

158,000

Team

Followers

Hashtag

New England Patriots

1.51M

Dallas Cowboys
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The Dallas Cowboys are currently the most-tweeted about team in the NFL. They don't have quite
as many followers as the New England Patriots, but they consistently generate more tweets than
any other team during games and throughout the week. And this isn't a ﬂash in the pan this
season or due to a particular injury or player; the Cowboys have been the most popular team on
Twitter for years, as measured by tweet volumes. In 2014, the Cowboys generated 2x more tweets
every day during football season than did their closest competitor.
The Cowboys are also one of the most active teams on Twitter, posting more than a 1,000 tweets
per month, which is more than double how many tweets the Patriots post. This kind of
engagement encourages more interaction from fans, and keeps fans engaged beyond Sundays
when most games happen.
Overall, NFL-related tweets have increased since the 2014 football season. The same patterns in
tweet behavior exist this season - big spikes during games, moderate spikes mid-week when injury
or other news reports come up, and high volumes relative to the oﬀ-season. But overall volumes
about the NFL teams are up about 25% from last year. More people are tweeting more often
about the NFL this year than last year.
The chart below shows a visualization of September 20, 2015, a recent Sunday when the top ﬁve
teams all had a game. You can see how tweets about each team increase while that team's game is
on. The Seahawks (green) and Packers (orange) played each other that day, and as this graph
shows, there were a great deal more Packers-related tweets than tweets about the Seahawks. The
Packers won that game, which you can see represented by the large orange spike around 9pm PT.
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For sports-related brands like leagues, franchises, athletes, sponsors and the agencies that
support them, Union Metrics Echo provides a unique view into current and historical trends on
Twitter. Not only can these brands quickly compare share of voice across a sport, they can dig into
the past to understand how fan engagement has changed over time. They can research what
content resonates with their audience, the content fans themselves share, the topics viewers are
most interested in. These results can inform future content strategy and lead to more and richer
engagement.

How retailers can learn from and improve on past Black Fridays
It's only October, but retailers and other brands are already ramping up for the holidays,
particularly on social media. What lessons can we learn as we enter our 8th holiday shopping
season on Twitter? How can retailers best take advantage of Twitter this season?
2009 was the year Black Friday really came into its own on Twitter. Retailers realized the potential
to reach millions of potential customers by sharing their sales on Twitter, and shoppers found it
easier than ever before to search for and ﬁnd the discounts they were looking for. This table
shows how the Black Friday conversation has grown on Twitter over the past seven years.
Year

Tweets on Black Friday

Tweets Week of Black Friday

2008

18,695

35,314

2009

205,966

455,606

2010

466,180

1,128,288

2011

1,256,325

3,464,033

2012

1,875,320

5,177,223

2013

2,409,671

6,033,524

2014

3,001,242

6,832,480

In years past, Black Friday conversation starts gaining momentum about three weeks before Black
Friday, with tweet volumes increasing daily from that point on. That momentum increases
signiﬁcantly the week before Black Friday, as brand share their sales and shoppers begin planning
their trips. Conversation about Black Friday peaks on Black Friday, of course. On Friday itself,
tweets tend to increase all morning and hit a high in the morning Paciﬁc time. This corresponds
with when shoppers are at the early sales.
Using the Twitter archive, retailers can learn from holiday seasons past to better prepare for this
and future holidays. For example, when should retailers tweet about their Black Friday sales? They
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don't want to be share too early and miss the excitement, but they don't want to share too late or
they risk getting lost in the noise. The best time to post information about Black Friday sales would
be about 10 days before Black Friday, and making sure to repeat it several times over the next
week and a half. Shoppers spend the week of Black Friday researching and sharing their favorite
deals, culminating on Thursday as they make last-minute preparations.

Retailers can also look back at the kinds of tweets that generated the most engagement in past
holiday seasons. What sort of products, sales and brands are consumers tweeting about? What
did they like or dislike in years past? What questions did customers ask retailers? Researching
these can help retailers prep more relevant content calendars and assets for the upcoming
holiday season.
The Twitter archive is full of insight retailers can use to make better decisions about their social
strategies, for the holiday season and beyond.
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What we can learn about Twitter's most discussed TV shows
Two of the top shows in Twitter's history are The Walking Dead on AMC and Empire on FOX.
They've taken diﬀerent paths to their social success, and generate very diﬀerent conversations on
social media. But there are a few lessons we can learn about social TV and how Twitter embraces
its favorite shows.
The Walking Dead premiered in a very diﬀerent time, socially speaking - way back in 2010. Twitter
had not yet become to be the place to talk about TV. The ﬁrst season of TWD was only six episodes
and over those six weeks, there were about a million total tweets about The Walking Dead,
including some lead up to the premiere and discussion after the ﬁnale. The premiere episode
generated the most buzz, earning 63k tweets on the day it aired, October 31, 2010. TWD averaged
about 150k Tweets per week during its ﬁrst season.
What makes the The Walking Dead so interesting - and one of the reasons it's been so successful
on Twitter - is that it followed a very diﬀerent pattern than most shows do on social, even from the
very beginning. The biggest tweet volume spike of the week was on the day the episode aired, as
holds true for all shows, then and now. But volumes for The Walking Dead only decreased slightly
in the two days following each episode, which is unique. It retained 50-80% of size the original
conversation on Twitter for two days after. Most shows generate some conversation the next day,
but at signiﬁcantly reduced volumes, usually around 10% of the episode day's conversation. Here's
a streamgraph showing the daily tweet volumes for the ﬁrst season of The Walking Dead. You can
see big and then only slightly-less-big spikes corresponding to when an episode aired.
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Starting in the second season, The Walking Dead began airing each season in two parts with a few
months break in between. In 2011, tweets about the show increased considerably, premiering with
200k tweets and hitting 350k during the ﬁnale. It generated 5.6 million tweets over the full season,
and averaged 375k tweets per week (when episodes were airing). But more impressively, TWD
continued to follow the same pattern it established the year before, with larger-than-average
Tweet volumes the two days after the episode airs. This is really unlike any other show on TV. And
it still holds mostly true today; the most recent season of The Walking Dead saw a big spike on
episode day, then maintained 30% of that conversation the day after.
So why is this? Why does The Walking Dead generate so much conversation on non-show days?
There are a lot of time-delayed viewers of TWD, which was true even back in 2010, which means
more people talk about it on Twitter in the few days following a new episode. And The Walking
Dead gives everyone a lot to talk about after an episode airs. It's a show that embraces drama,
cliﬀhangers and water-cooler moments. It's not afraid to kill oﬀ important characters. And it's one
of the most reviewed shows on TV; people love to write and discuss it.
The Walking Dead has been a social media sensation for ﬁve years. Even now in 2015, TWD
continues to hold strong on Twitter, generating nearly a million tweets every week it airs.
But let's compare The Walking Dead to one of the newest social TV sensations - Empire. Empire
premiered earlier in 2015. Its ﬁrst episode started relatively small on premiere day, generating
135k tweets on January 7. However, Empire followed a unique pattern that only a few shows can
hope to emulate. It generated more tweets each week as the season went on, not fewer, which
you can see illustrated here, in the bigger and bigger daily tweet volume spikes.
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Most shows see an initial spike when they premiere, then see weekly declines after that. The lucky
ones get another spike during the ﬁnale, but the unlucky ones continue to decline over time.
During its ﬁrst season, Empire saw more tweets each week than the week before. This culminated
in a powerful ﬁnal episode, that generated 1.7 million tweets on March 18, making it one of the
most tweeted about shows of all time.
It helps that Empire had a short ﬁrst season and didn't take any weeks oﬀ. It aired 12 episodes,
one each week for 12 weeks. A shorter season helps audiences stay engaged. The marketing team
behind Empire worked tirelessly to promote the show and engage its audience across social
media. The new season of Empire just aired, generating 860k tweets on premiere (just beating The
Walking Dead premiere's 801k tweets a couple weeks later).
Both The Walking Dead and Empire are on lists of the most tweeted-about TV shows of all time. It's
fascinating to look at the diﬀerent ways they've built an audience on Twitter and the patterns
around how their fans tweet.

Interested in seeing how you can tap into the Twitter archive for your own brand and campaigns?
Let us show you Union Metrics Echo, where you can instantly access, explore and analyze any
tweets from any time in Twitter’s history. You can learn more at https://unionmetrics.com.
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